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We have an impressive product portfolio and the capability to 
manufacture bespoke solutions where appropriate.

TODDS specialise in creating dynamic libraries and learning 
spaces in libraries throughout the UK and abroad.

CONTACT US for a full and FREE, no obligation library planning 
and design service.

Market leading 
library specialists

“Working 
with you to 
realise the full 
potential of 
your library“
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Promotion & display
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freedom
Effective displays are an essential ingredient in 
today’s engaging library environments.

Dynamic displays for all 
library & learning spaces
• Free standing display units

• Display units with storage

• Audio visual display units

• Wall mounted and free standing
notice boards and book displays
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We offer a complete library signage service, designed to complement new and 
existing library and learning spaces. Signage provides a unique opportunity to 
facilitate enhanced branding and improve the customer experience.

Signage
Graphics for library shelving
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Graphical solutions
Our graphical solutions service enables the easy creation of vibrant themed, 
co-ordinated or branded areas, unique to your library or resource centre.  

Graphics for street presence

Graphic for branding Graphics for design Graphics for themes
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latitude library shelving
• Designed to ensure flexibility and versatility within

library and learning spaces

• Customise components and accessories to fit
your needs precisely

• A cost effective solution, bringing a touch
of finesse to both traditional and
contemporary interiors
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Colour Combinations – Huge Versatility – Endless Possibilities

reflection library shelving
Ideal where flexibility and versatility is required 
Broad range of accessories including; 
• On shelf accessories

• Signage solutions

• End panel options
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calypso library shelving
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The Calypso shelving range offers a perfect blend of style and functionality. With 
its revolutionary 3 way shelf positioning system, you can choose the best display 
options for your library.

ratio library shelving
A premium traditional library shelving system, Ratio uses only the finest quality 
materials and is an ideal choice for premium projects where results need to reflect 
visitor expectations. 

Huge Versatility

Display setting

30º15º

Tilted at a slight angleTraditional flat shelf
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Bespoke
As a manufacturer,  
we are able to provide 
a bespoke shelving 
service, meaning that 
we can work closely with 
architects and designers 
to apply unique design 
treatment to any shelving 
and furniture project. 

If you are looking for ideas 
or inspiration for your 
library or would like to see 
what can be achieved 
with bespoke solutions,  
we can help.
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Creating a library’s unique image requires individual solutions. 

With a choice of elegant wood, cool glass and understated metal finishes  – 
UNIFLEX offers the shelving framework to portray the right image for your library, 
whatever design treatment you require.

uniflex library shelving
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• Create engaging and safe library areas for children

• Appealing interiors that will attract children and adults alike

• Fully co-ordinated, functional and durable furniture solutions, designed for your library

• Choose from a range of special size furniture, shelving, soft seating and kinderboxes

• Bespoke furniture and interiors can be tailored to your needs

Childrens’ areas

• Create areas that are themed to promote
your local heritage

• Create visually appealing areas that are
secure and contained

• Themes can be co-ordinated across shelving,
furniture, flooring and wall coverings

• Ideal for childrens’ areas – Capture a child’s
imagination by creating castles, jungles,
ships etc. for maximum appeal and impact

Themed areas
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Service points
• Create service points that suit the needs of

your staff and customers

• Facilitate easy and informal interaction
between staff and customers

• Various service point options available to
enhance the visitor experience

• Keep footprint to a minimum with specially
designed pods

• Choose from a range of mobile or static
styles in colours to suit your library interior

Reception 
desks
• Create a dynamic first impression with a

reception desk manufactured by FGLP

• Create a reception area that is sympathetic
to the architecture or interior of your library

• Utilise our extensive design and manufacturing
experience to create a bespoke solution

• Durable, attractive and versatile modular library
receptions are also available
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 IT Furniture

• Integrate desktop technology into furniture
using our patented remote controlled system

• Create user friendly and dynamic learning
spaces whilst reducing the impact on the
environment

• Create clean, aesthetic lines with no clutter
or visible cables

• FG technology can be integrated into
desking and bespoke IT stations with ease

Study and 
IT Furniture
• Choose functional, durable and attractive

furniture solutions

• Extensive range of traditional and
contemporary furniture and desking

• Wide range of standard products specifically
designed for libraries

• Bespoke solutions available for IT provision
in small spaces or to fit with existing
interior structure
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• Choose from an extensive range of high performance flooring

• Use flooring to define specific areas

• Create movement through learning spaces, helping visitors to flow easily

• Reinforce you brand identity and co-ordinate colours for maximum impact

Flooring/carpets

Soft seating
• Create dynamic and colourful learning spaces

with soft seating

• Choose from an extensive range of
contemporary and traditional soft seating
products

• Casual seating includes module units, wood and
metal framed options

• Work with our designers to achieve the highest
quality results

• Quality fabrics ensure durability and colour
co-ordination
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Sustainable development has always been 
an integral part of our design process

We are committed to creating a better 
environment, through:
• The strategic planning of our business

• By continually reviewing and improving our activities,
products and services

Environment
Commissioning your ideal library need not be a daunting task

• Our experience and commitment ensures unparalleled levels of service and
attention to detail from our initial consultation to the complete installation

• Whatever level of service you require and whatever the scale of your project,
we are on hand to guide you through every step of the way

Design excellence

Sourcing of materials 
Wherever possible we aim to manufacture products 
using recyclable materials and/or materials which have 
a valid chain of custody certification.

Efficient production and installation? 
We strive to minimise all energy usage wherever 
possible and constantly review all of our practices to 
reduce, reuse and recycle our waste wherever 
possible. We utilises minimal packaging ensuring 
minimal wastage. All pallets are returned to the factory 
for re-use. Waste steel is recycled. Wood off-cuts are 
used in our certified carbon neutral wood burner.

Greater longevity 
Modular design minimises wastage, provides cost-
effective solutions and facilitates the refurbishment and 
maintenance of our products. Wherever possible we 
ensure that our products are fully relocatable.

Cradle to the grave… 
All of our products are manufactured from recyclable 
materials wherever possible.



TODDS LINCOLN OFFICE 
Centenary House
Whisby Way
Lincoln
Lincolnshire
LN6 3LQ

t: 01522 884000

ENGAGE WITH US
web : www.todds.uk.com 
e : sales@toddslinc.co.uk

     /TODDSGROUP
     @TeamTodds

NOTTINGHAM SHOWROOM
Pear Tree Yard
Town Street
Sandiacre
Nottingham
NG10 5DU

t: 0115 811 4550
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